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OCN 201
Continental drift 

Question

How old is the Earth?

A. 6,000 years old

B. 4.6 million years old

C. 4.6 billion years old

D. 14 billion years old

E. We do not know the age of the Earth
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The age debate
Before we new that the Earth was 4.6 billion years old…

• By the end of the 18th

century Earth was 
believed to be 6,000 
years old, based on 
interpretations of the 
Bibble’s Old Testament

• Challenged by James 
Hutton theory of
uniformitarianism
(1788) changes in earth’s 
crust have resulted from 
continuous and uniform 
processes that must 
have been at work for a 
very long time

Rocks at Siccar Point, Scotland, that helped 
convince Hutton of Earth’s great age

Vertical sedimentary rocks, 
425 million years, marine 
fosiles, Silurian period

Titled sedimentary 
rocks, 345 million 
years, Devonian period

Basal conglomerate

Siccar Point : the birthplace of 
modern geology

Unconformity
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Uniformitarianism vs. Catastrophism

Catastrophism
• Geological change occurs 
suddenly, by catastrophes

• Earth is very young (6000 
years old)

• Biblical flood responsible for 
misleading appearance of 
Earths’ great age

• The flood had folded and 
exposed strata, filled oceans 
with sediments, caused 
extinction

Uniformatarianism
• James Hutton (1788)

• Changes occur gradually

• Same geological processes 
shaping the Earth today have 
been at work during Earth’s 
history

• These processes need a long 
time to shape Earth  Earth 
must be much older than a few 
thousand years

Today scientists believe that most geological change is gradual, but 
catastrophes have occurred 

Shrinking Earth Theory
Prevailing theory in the early 20th century

• Earth was formed in a molten state. It is still solidifying and 
shrinking as it cools

• Shrinkage causes the previously cooled crust to wrinkle:

Large wrinkles = continents and ocean basins

Small wrinkles = mountain belts

• Motion is mainly vertical, not horizontal

• Outer layers of Earth were considered rigid, not isostatically
supported

• Regressions (withdrawal of seawater from flooded continents) 
and transgressions (flooding of continents) were explained by 
downwarping of ocean basins and the subsequent filling by 
sediments, respectively
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Theory of Continental Drift
Alfred Wegener (1880-1930): German meteorologist

The 
continents 

are moving!

All continents were once joined 
together in a single 
supercontinent (Pangaea) 
surrounded by a single ocean 
(Panthalassa)

Pan = all

Gaea = land

Thalasa = ocean 
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Pangaea split apart ~200 million years ago 
and pieces moved to their present position 
and are still moving

Theory of Continental Drift

Continental Drift Evidence 1
Fit of Continents

• The coastlines of the 
continents appear to 
fit together like pieces 
of a jigsaw puzzle

• This was first 
suggested by Francis 
Bacon in 1620 when 
first world maps were 
produced
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Continental Drift Evidence 2
Matching Mountain Ranges

Matching sequences of rocks and mountain chains in America and 
Europe with similar age, composition and structure on each side of 
the Atlantic

Continental Drift Evidence 3
Paleoclimate Deposits

Glaciers
Glacial deposits found  
in tropical regions 
current tropical regions 
were once near the 
south pole

Bituminous coal deposits 
found in cold areas 
current cold regions were 
once in equatorial 
regions

Bituminous coal
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Continental Drift Evidence 4
Fossils Bands

Mesosaurus fossils (ancient reptile) located only in South 
America and eastern America and nowhere else in the world

Continental Drift Evidence 4
Fossils Bands

Other fossils with unique distribution patterns suggesting that the 
continents were once connected together

Cynognathus

Mesosaurus Glossopteris

Lystrosaurus
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Continental Drift: Wegener’s 
EvidenceFit of continents

Matching rocks & geological 
features

Fossil bands

Glacial Deposits

Rejection of the continental drift 
theory 

Despite strong physical and biological evidence, the 
theory of continental drift was rejected by most 
geophysicists because:

• Lack of plausible mechanism: Wegener suggested 
earth tides and centrifugal forces  these forces were 
too weak to move continents

• Too unconventional and radical: hard to accept even if 
it made sense

• Wegener was a meteorologist so he was considered 
an outsider
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Question
The pieces of evidence that Wegener 
presented to proof his theory of continental 
drift are:

A. Apparent fit of the continents

B. Centrifugal forces are pulling the continents apart

C. Identical rocks and mountains structures are found at 
either side of the ocean

D. Glacial evidence is found in warm regions and coal 
deposits are found in cold regions

E. Identical fossils are found in continents on either side of 
the ocean 

Which one is incorrect?

The location of earthquakes and volcanoes is not 
randomly distributed

• Kiyoo Wadati (1935): location of earthquakes and volcanoes may be 
associated with continental drift

• Hugo Benioff (1940): noted that deep earthquakes located near Pacific 
Ring of Fire

Continental drift theory: revival 
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Continental drift theory: revival 
Conformance of the Mid-Atlantic ridge to coastlines of 
the adjacent continents

With the development of echo sounder 
techniques to map the deep ocean 
floors, the overall shape of the Mid-
Atlantic ridge was revealed, showing its 
conformance to shorelines on either side 
of the Atlantic Ocean

Continental drift theory: revival 
The fit between continental edges around the Atlantic 
Ocean

The fit of all continents 
around the Atlantic ocean 
at a water depth of 
~137m (450 feet), 
calculated by Sir Edward 
Bullard at the University 
of Cambridge in the 
1960s
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Continental drift theory: revival 
Radiometric dating of rocks revealed surprisingly 
young oceanic crust

Source: NOAA

Continental drift theory: revival 
Discovery of the existence of a deformable layer in the 
upper mantle

• Worldwide Standardized Seismograph Network (1957): 
data from seismic waves reflected and refracted through the 
planet inner layers
• Existence of a layer in the upper mantle that caused a 
decrease in the velocity of seismic waves  deformable 
layer

Is the lithosphere isostatically
balanced in this partially melted 
layer allowing the continents to 

move?
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Continental drift theory: revival 
Paleomagnetic evidence and apparent polar wandering

Rock magnetic properties suggest 
that, if continents had remained in 
place, the north magnetic pole 
migrated to its present position 
from much farther south, and Earth 
would have had different magnetic 
poles at the same time

OR
The magnetic 
pole has 
remained fixed 
and the continents 
have moved! 

Revival of the continental drift 
theory: summary 

• The location of earthquakes and volcanoes is not randomly 
distributed
• Conformance of the Mid Atlantic ridge to coastlines of the 
adjacent continents
• Surprisingly good fit between continental edges around the 
Atlantic Ocean
• The continental crust is surprisingly young
• Evidence for a deformable layer below the lithosphere in 
the upper mantle
• Apparent polar wandering

New evidence
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Question

Where do we find the oldest oceanic crust?

A. In continental margins

B. Away from the oceanic ridges

C. At the oceanic ridges

D. In volcanic islands


